Luke's notes:

- Do not create a barrier between neighborhoods.
- Make the area a safe place to be for residents and visitors by incorporating safe pedestrian crossings and street lighting.
- The shared street concept is a high priority.
- Incorporate green street opportunities.
- Low flow crossings should be incorporated and aligned with major access points.
- Monroe Street, 41st and 42nd Avenues are important community connections.
- Access roads should give high priority to pedestrians and bikes and include elements that create an enhanced street, i.e. street trees, paving patterns, etc.
CONNECTIVITY and MOBILITY
CONNECTIVITY and MOBILITY | High Street Signature Bridge

**Tiled Roof Bridge**
- Materials: Steel Truss, Concrete Deck, Polycarbonate Panels
- View Looking West
- View Looking South from Trail

**Arched Bridge**
- Materials: Steel Arch, Concrete Deck
- View Looking West
- View Looking South from Trail

Location Map

Denver, Mile High City

39th Ave Greenway
cannecting & enhancing neighborhoods